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Glitch:
A glitch is an error,
a mistake, a failure
to function. Within
technoculture, a glitch is
part of machinic anxiety,
an indication of something
having gone wrong.
This built-in technological
anxiety of something gone
wrong spills over naturally
when we encounter
glitches in AFK scenarios;
a car engine calling it quits;
getting stuck in an elevator;
a city-wide blackout.
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The etymology of
glitch finds its deep
roots in the Yiddish
gletshn (to slide,
glide, slip) or the
German glitschen (to
slip). Glitch is thus an
active word, one that
implies movement
and change from the
outset; this movement
triggers error.
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Special feature: The Glitch in the Art System

Introduction
Places and Spaces
In all the arts there is a physical component which
cannot be considered or treated as it used to be,
which cannot remain unaffected by our modern
knowledge and power. [...] The reproduction and
transmission of works of art will be affected. It will be
possible to send anywhere or to re-create anywhere
a system of sensations, or more precisely a system
of stimuli, provoked by some object or event in any
given place. Works of art will acquire a kind
of ubiquity.
– Paul Valéry, 1928

How can we address this digital milieu? It is another
world, a strange world, one that is simultaneously
artificial and natural. It is as complicated as what
we used to refer to as the ‘real world’, and more
important, it is a world we are already in.
– Yuk Hui, On the Existence of Digital Objects (2016)

Is physicality a condition to reality? Does this reality
apply to art and exhibition spaces? Gathering
architects, artists and curators, these files will reflect
on the blurring line between the physical and digital
notions of space, and extend their discourse to the
notions of time, ecology and language.

Images:
1. Spinning-spinning-wait-cursor
2. Sad Mac
3. Loading-progress-wheel-symbol
4. No Internet
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Coding a Forest
By Pujita Guha and Abhijan Toto
for the Forest Curriculum
In Natasha Tontey’s video installation Wa’anak Witu
Watu (2021), digital renderings of weeds, grass,
and fern flit energetically across the screen like
static on a TV screen. The forest appears animated.
The primary medium here is digital animation after
all. The forest is also animated in another sense,
as having life breathed into it—it is vital, mobile.
Animation derives from the Latin animus—life or
breath. In Tontey’s animated world, a dismembered
Minahasan goddess claws her way out of a lotus
puddle, creating another human, a girl—who in turn
morphs into a four-legged critter, half-girl, halfman, seeking the world out in all its wonder. Here,
porosity is crucial: bodies swirl, transform, emerge,
and shape-shift. And such critterly transformation
of the self or the forest—continuously morphing
between empty skies, volcanic mountains, and
fidgety grasslands—thrives on the liquid nature of
digital reproduction. Bodies bleed into each other as
pixels float and stick to bodies like viscous silicone
gel. A multi-species relationship: a becoming and
unbecoming of bodies written in and by the liquid
image. Yet this porosity is not smooth; it is written
with error, glitches, and decrepitude, with images
and bodies breaking apart, becoming an Other.
Tontey’s Wa’anak and her recent body of work
conceptualises the Mapulucene—a mythopoetic,
science-(as)-fictional account of Minahasan
cosmologies or economies of gifting, sharing
and mutual aid. Mapulus is the act and belief of
gift-giving in life’s everyday transactions through
food, matter, and emotional labour alike. Tontey’s
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work narrativises a birthing of a Minahasan world
in seven days, parsed out in seven interconnected
chapters, where each act of material transference of
gifting is encoded in glitch, or noise; each aberrant
line or pixel moving between food and gods,
landscapes, and video game screens compositing
or tethering one world with the other. This currency
of transaction is via error or glitch: a line, a pixel
or a chromatic aberration. It is the residue of what
cannot be held in place and shape: that which
always falls off at the seams. Glitch is the currency
of transaction here—the very medium with which
communications, exchanges, and transformations
occur. If glitches are to be taken seriously, their
specificities accounted for, we’d have to argue
that the basis of exchange and communication is
not really what is stable, solid, or what already has
meaning. Communication, an exchange, or giftgiving flourishes on the glitch or the error which
refuses to settle. Forest Curriculum proposes that
the basis for communication is not communication
itself—the act and the regime of exchanging signs,
codes, and inferences—but miscommunication.
What of exchanging things that don’t accrue
value, that don’t make sense? With Tontey, we
wish to think of how the digital and environmental
is not the site where information is exchanged, or
bodies transformed, or even where speculation is
performed. With the digital and the environmental,
we wish to think about how we inherit glitch, waste,
aberration, or error as it latches onto bodies and
surfaces, transforming everything that it touches
as it spreads.

Image: Screenshot from Wa’anak Witu
Watu (2021) by Natasha Tontey
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